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LABOR DAY

MAY,01



Labour Day is
celebrated on 1 May.

 It is a public holiday.
Poles love to spend it
together with their

families and friends,
enjoying the May
Holidays so-called

"majówka"
 



Labour Day was first celebrated
in 1890, when Poland was still

under the rule of the partitioning
powers. During the time of the
Second Polish Republic (1918-

1939), labour organisations and
left-wing parties used to gather

for marches and demonstrations
on that day. After World War II,

the communist government
decided that 1 May would be a

public holiday, which it is to this
day. At the time of the Polish
People’s Republic, Labour Day

parades were organised on 1 May.



If you want to be active
 fill in the vocabulary terms

below:

Do you know?



have fun !

think 

write down



2nd May2nd May2nd May



The Day of the
Polish Flag is
celebrated 
on 2 May.

On this day, Poles reflect upon the
long history of the red-and-white

national colours, and proudly fly flags
outside their homes.

 



1.Otherwise gain.
2.The country we live in.

3.Battle between countries for
territory.

4.Polish flag shape.
5.On which day of May is Polish flag day.

6.Patriotic song.
7.After battle.

 

Now study 
these words:



The
Constitution 

of the
Republic 
of Poland



 

The Constitution of 3 May 
 232 nd Anniversary (2023)

  The Great Sejm, also known as the Four-Year Sejm,
was convened in 1788 (18th century). Its main

task was to carry out political reforms. The Sejm
held its sessions in Warsaw. The Speaker of the

Four-Year Sejm was Stanislaw Małachowski. In the
Four-Year Sejm there were 3 parties: royal,

patriotic and Hetman. The Sejm introduced a
number of important resolutions, including those

concerning the political system, taxation, the
military and matters relating to towns and their

inhabitants. The most important work of the Sejm
was the drafting of the Constitution of 3 May. The

Constitution was adopted in 1791 and was the first
in Europe and the second in the world.



 
1) What was the name of the king who co-authored 

the 3 rd of May Constitution?
2) How many years did the Great Sejm sit?

3) Which constitution was the first in the world?
4) In which century was the first Polish constitution

enacted?
 

5) Where did the Great Sejm meet?
6) What was the name of the Speaker of the Great Sejm?
7) What was the name of the tsarina of Russia who took

part in the Targowica Confederation?
8) What was the name of King August Poniatowski 
39;s secretary, one of the co-authors of the 3rd of

May Constitution?
 
 

Check your PolishCheck your Polish  
  

history knowledgehistory knowledge

Are you good 
at history?



Be a History Master and
Be a History Master and
Be a History Master and      

do the crossw
ord puzzle

do the crossw
ord puzzle

do the crossw
ord puzzle



Thank you mom, for all the
struggles you have been through.
May God always bless you with
happiness.

26 May



Polish people celebrate Mother’s Day.
In Poland, Mother’s Day is celebrated
on May 26th. The date was chosen to

honor the memory of Stanisława
Leszczyńska, a Polish queen who died
while saving her children from a fire.
On Mother’s Day, children give their

mothers flowers and cards.
 

Families often spend time together,
and some people take their mothers
out for a special meal and celebrate

the occasion.
 



How to express your loveHow to express your love
for your Mother?for your Mother?  

  Whether it’s her
birthday, Mother’s Day,

or any other special
occasion, there are

plenty of times when
you may want to show
your mom how much

you care about her
with a special gift. 



One way to make sure you
express your feelings properly

is with a gift you’ve made
yourself. A DIY gift for Mom

shows her you cared enough to
actually create a gift, instead
of merely buying something

from a store. 

DIY gift

 

 



"Enjoy the day" gift box

“More Memories
 to Come” corkboard

 

Here are some ideas
for DIY gift for Mom



Children's
Day



The holiday is not moveable – it always
takes place on 1 June, which luckily

connects with the beginning of summer.
This is why Children’s Day in Poland is

often used as a camping or picnic
opportunity and certainly should be

celebrated 
                           with a gift to your children    
                         or even the kids you know    

                    and keep in touch with on a
regular basis. A new toy, book or a cinema

outing is a must!



If your children are school
– age, make sure you
check the schedule in

their Polish
school beforehand – 1
June may be a day off

classes, with some extra
activites

planned that may require
your involvement or

simply additional
planning. What is

more, in many places
across the country, there

are plenty of concerts,
contests and

ofter festivals in parks,
shopping malls,

entertainment centres
etc. It is very likely to

be celebrated throughout
primary school.

1 June1 June1 June



Thinking 
corner











Albania's long seaside
remains attractive —

aided by the olive grove
hills backdropping those

golden bays — and it’s
sensationally affordable

in European terms. Its
two main resort towns
are Durres and Saranda

The best places for holiday

The most fêted French
Riviera locales — Cannes,

Nice, Antibes and St Tropez
— are as certain to be

overcrowded during sun-
soaked summers as locals

are to be sipping chilled
rosé

 Ksamil Beach 
on the Albanian Riviera (Alamy

Côte d'Azur, France
 



Tiny Slovenia has
handsome cities — led

by Ljubljana, whose
centre is a car-free web
of art-nouveau lanes —

yet its countryside
tempts most. That’s

thanks to plentiful pine
forests and Lake Bled,

where peaks and a
castle loom idyllically
over the pointy-roofed

island chapel.

Slovenia

Famous for its
wellness options,

is an essential
day trip, as are

Mount Agung’s 80
ornate temples.

Bali, Indonesia



Thank you to all writers,
readers, guests truly

interested in our paper.

This is the end of
our "16 News"

school magazine
this year.

Have a good

Małgorzata Popłońska
16 NEWS attendant




